has been the subject of several systematic investigations^).
It is the purpose of this paper to develop further properties of the transformation including conditions for transforming derivatives, integrals, and convolutions. The fundamental assumption is bounded convergence of the integral, but several new types of convergence, less restrictive than absolute convergence, will be introduced for use in problems involving iteration of the transform.
1. Introduction. The Laplace transform is a nonabsolutely convergent infinite integral ; it is therefore necessary to investigate the behavior of functions which are summable in every finite rectangle without necessarily being summable in the infinite quadrant.
In this connection classes of functions called S», S, S are introduced.
It is also useful to introduce classes Ax, A, A*, generalizations of functions absolutely continuous in every finite interval or rectangle. This section contains properties of these classes which are needed in later proofs. It is possible to begin reading with §2 where the double transform is first defined and to refer to the lemmas of this section when necessary.
Let 5 be a measurable kernel of the interval /: 0^x< », that is, 5ÇTJ and the Lebesgue measure m(I-S) =0. A function F defined in S is said to be in class Sx if the equivalent function F0 defined in I by
Fo(x) = F(x) (xGS); Fo(x) =0 (x G / -S)
is Lebesgue summable in every finite interval Ix: O^x^X. By f*F(x)dx we mean frxFo(x)dx, which is equal to fs-ixF(x)dx.
The function i> defined in I by the equation <b(x) =fj¡F(u)du is absolutely continuous in every Ix-A function F(x) defined on J°: 0<x< °o is said to be of class Ax whenever F(+0) exists and is finite and the function Fi defined on / by the equations Fi(0) = F(+0), Fi(x) = .F(x) for x>0 is absolutely continuous on every Ix. A necessary and sufficient condition that F(x), defined on Io, be in class Ax is that F(+0) exist, that F'(x) exist almost everywhere on I and be in class S«, and that for all x in Io, F(x) = F(+0)+f0xF'(u)du.
The sufficiency is obvious. If F is in Ax, then F{ (x) exists almost everywhere in every Ix and (2) F1 ( (1) F(x) is continuous on Ia; F'(x) exists and is finite except for a denumerable number of points and is in class Sx, (2) F'(x) exists for all x>0 and belongs to Sx, (3) F(x) is continuous on Io and F'(x) is sectionally continuous, (4) F'(x) exists for all x>0 and is bounded in every Ix: 0<x<X, (5) F(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition in every l\, that is, there exists a constant Nx such that for all x and x' in Ix | F(x) -F(x') | ^ Nx | x -x' |, (6) The four dérivâtes D+F, D+F, D~F, D_F are bounded in every T^. This is equivalent to (5).
The extension of class Sx to functions of two variables is immediate.
A function F(x, y) defined on a measurable kernel W of the quadrant Q: 0áx<oo,0¿y<oo is said to be of class S if the equivalent function F0 defined in Q by
Fo(x, y) = F(x, y) on W; F0(x, y) = 0 on Q -W is Lebesgue summable in every finite rectangle Rxy'-O^x^X, O^y^F. By f [o,ö^F(x, y) d(x, y) we mean fBxYF0(x, y)d(x, y) which is equal to fw-BxrF(x, y)d(x, y). For brevity, if F(x, y) is of class S and is of class Sx (*) E. J. McShane, Integration, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1944 pp. 159, 208. (3) Ibid., p. 209. This gives the formula for it.
(4) That the type of function defined in (1) is in class Ax may be found in C. Carathéodory, Vorlesungen aberréele Funktionen, 2d Ed. Leipzig, Teubner, 1927, p. 597. (2) , (3), (4) are special cases of (1). That the type of function defined in (5) is in class Ax follows from the proof on page 50 of McShane, and that (6) is equivalent to (5) from McShane, page 207. for every y and of class S" for every x, we say that F is of class 2. The following lemma, which is an extension of Fubini's theorem, says that functions of class S can be replaced essentially by functions of class 2. By J we mean the interval 0 ^y < <x>. Lemma 1. Let F be defined on W and belong to class S. Then there exist measurable kernels S and T of I and J respectively such that each of the following functions is in class 2 :
F(x, y) = F(x, y) on (S X T)W;
(1.2) F(x, y) =0 onQ-(SX T)W, on Jn+u it is summable on /" and, hence, Sx,n+iQSx.nThus 5'x = limn Sx,n is the set of all x in Ix for which F0 is summable in every Jn, that is, for which FoGS"and m(Ix-Sx) =0 (since Ix -Sx = lim" (Ix -Sx,n)). Now let X assume positive integral values. Then \Sn} is an increasing sequence of sets and 5 = lim" 5"=S5" is the set of all x in 7" for which FoGS".
Since I -S = limn (/" -Sn), m(I -S)=0.
In a similar manner one finds a measurable kernel T oí J such that
•FoESx whenever yST. If F is defined by (1.2), F0 and F differ only on a twodimensional set of measure 0 so that FGS. Whenever x£ES, F and F0 differ only on a one-dimensional set of measure 0 so that FGS,,; when x(E/-S, .F=0 and hence FES,,. Likewise F is in class S^ for every y.
Hence, the functions 6, \j/, and <p can be defined in Q as in (1.3)-(1.5). It follows from Fubini's theorem that in every finite rectangle 0(x, y) is a summable function of y for every x and that 4>(x, y) = Jo©^. î;)^z;. Hence, ©£S" for every x and similarly ^GSx for every y. Thus (1.6) holds in every Rxy 
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[January and consequently in Q. Since 0 is an absolutely continuous function of x in every Ix, it certainly is in class Sz for every y. By a result of Carathéodory (6) 0(x, y) is a measurable function of both variables in every Rxy', the same is true of 0(x, y)=fi>\ F(u, y)\du. Now $(x, y) = /(o,o)| F (u, v) | d(u, v) exists and equals Jo@(x, v)dv. Therefore(7), fo^(u, y)du exists and by Tonelli's theorem 0(x, y) is summable in Rxy-By the comparison test 0 is summable in Rxy and thus is in class S. The function i>(x, y), being absolutely continuous in both variables in every Rxy, is certainly in 2.
In particular, if F(x, y) is defined in Q and belongs to 2, then W=Q, 5-1, T = J, and_F = Fin Q.
If FGS and F is defined as in (1.2), it follows immediately from Lemma 1 that the functions h(x, y; s) = I e-"uF(u, y)du,
are all in class 2. Everywhere in Q /■ y p x e-'vfi(x, v; s)dv = I e~^f2(u, y; t)du.
o Jo
The following lemma gives formulas for integration by parts:
Lemma 2. Let FGS and define fi, f2, f as in (1.7). Then everywhere in Q (1.9) MX, y;s+ h) = e-**MX, y; s) + h f <r»*/i(*, y\ s)dx, J 0
(1.10) h(x, Y;t+ k) = e-«Yf2(x, Y;t) + k f e~**f2(x, y; t)dy, Proof. Since/i(x, y; s) is an integral, it is absolutely continuous in x in every finite interval Ix and almost everywhere dfi/dx -e~sxF(x, y). Applying (1.1) with h instead of s, we have fi(X, y;s+h)= f e~hx■ e-'xF(x, y)dx Jo = e-*xMX, y; s) + h f e~hxh(x, y; s)dx Jo which is (1.9). Multiplying both sides of (1.9) by e~ty, integrating from 0 to Y, and replacing the repeated integral by a double integral, we obtain from Lemma 1 f e-'vf^X, y;s+ h)dy = e~hx f e-'^X, y; s)dy
The left-hand side of this equation is just f(X, Y; s+h, t) by (1.8); so the first part of (1.11) follows. On substituting again from (1.8) on the right side, the first term is just e~hXf(X, Y; s, t) and the second is /• X pY n X e~hxdx I e_<i//i(x, y; s)dy = h j e-hxf(x, Y; s, t)dx, o Jo Jo which yields the second part of (1.11). Formulas (1.10) and (1.12) are estab-and 0(x, +0)=i7o(x).
(c) i/ F(x, y) belongs to A*, then G(y)GS", iï(x)GSx, the functions F, M, N, 0, and^are in 2,^(+0, y) = G0(y), 0(x, +0) =H0(x), and formulas (1.14)-(1.17) hold.
Proof, (a) Apply Lemma 1 to Fxinstead of F. Then M(x, y), JlFx(u, y)du, f¡o'fl) Fx(u, v)d(u, v) all belong to class 2 and
For all y>0, Fx is defined for almost all xG-f and, hence, the set T of the lemma becomes J itself. Hence, flFx(u, y)du=f^Fx(u, y)du = F(x,y)-G(y) by (1.14), and so FG2. Formula (1.15) easily follows.
(c) Formula (1.14) holds and flFx(u, y)du belongs to 2. Now G(y) = F(x, y)-foFx(u, y)du is the difference of two functions of class 2" and so belongs to S". Likewise iJ(x)GSx. Then apply the first two parts of the lemma.
Another extension of class A x to two variables (the analogue of absolute continuity for finite rectangles as defined by Carathéodory) is the following:
A function F(x, y) defined in Q° is of class A if F(+0, y)=G(y), F(x, +0) = H(x), F(+0, +0)=co all exist and the function Fi(x, y), defined by the equations Fj(x, y) = F(x, y) in Q°; F^O, y) = G(y) for y > 0, Fi(x, 0) = H(x) for x > 0, FifO, 0) = co, is absolutely continuous, as defined by Carathéodory(8), in every RxyFrom the necessary and sufficient condition given by Carathéodory it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition that F(x, y) be in class A is that there exist functions K(x, y), P(x), Q(y) all in S and a constant c0 such that [January Furthermore F(x, y)G-<4* so that all statements and formulas of Lemma 3(c) hold. There are measurable kernels S3 of I and T3 of J such that Fx exists on S3XJ and F y exists on IXT3 and Fxy = Fyx = K on at least the measurable kernel S3 X F3.
Set Fxj, = K on S3 X T3 and 0 elsewhere. For a fixed y G F3, Fxy = Fyx for almost all x and on IXT¡
For a fixed xG-S3, Fxy = Fxyfor almost all y and on S3XJ
J> y p y_ p y
(1.24) E'(x) = lim Fx(x, y) on 53. Fy(x, y) = \ K(u, y)du + G'(y) on I X T3.
J 0
By Lemma 1 the integral on the right is in 2 and G'(y)GSi/. Hence, F"GS and S", and F"GSx for yGF3. Also, from (1.19), (1.14)-(1.17) hold. We can now apply Lemma 5 and the parallel lemma to find that V<EAy and U<EAX.
Since flFx(u, y)du is in class A, it is in class Ay for every x>0. By (1.14) G(y) being the difference of two functions of class A" is also in class Ay. Considered as a function of two variables, this means that G(y)GA. By (1.14), F(x, y) is the sum of two functions of class A, and so is also of class A. Hence, we can apply Lemma 4.
The following two formulas are consequences of Lemma 3(c) applied to Fx and F" and are occasionally useful. ( It is not true in general that the region of bounded convergence of Lip] has the form D(a;b) as it does, say, when F is a constant. One can characterize this region either by "associated abscissae of convergence" or by considering the properties of the four-dimensional regions involved. We shall not enter into a discussion of these concepts inasmuch as they are of no immediate use to us.
Further consequences of the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 will be given in the corollary of Theorem 2.9. It may happen that the double transform L{f) is equal to one or both of these iterated transforms but in general the convergence or bounded convergence of L {F} does not imply the existence of L3 {F\ or Lt {F} or either of the two iterated transforms above. For absolute convergence, on the other hand, we have the following:
Lt{F\, L,{ft}, and Lt{f\\ converge absolutely, and
Proof. Since H(x, y)=e~ax~tyFo(x, y) is summable on Q, by Fubini's theorem for the infinite rectangle there are measurable kernels 5ÇZ/ and TÇ.J such that the function H = Hon 5XT"and 0 elsewhere is summable in each variable for every value of the other and A2(y)=föH(x, y)dx is summable on / with
Now defining F by (1.2) we see that e~,xF(x, y) =etvH(x, y) is summable on / for every y, which means that L,{F\ converges absolutely. Also, /i(y; s) = e'yA2(y). But then e~'yMy; s) =A2(y) is summable on J which means that Lt{fi} converges absolutely and Lt{fi} =A. Since Lt{fi} =LtL,{F\ and A=L{f) by the definition of H, we have the desired equality. The other half is proved in parallel fashion. Theorem 2.6. Let FGS and let
converge absolutely and (2.5) holds. An important type of convergence which is more special than bounded convergence but more general than absolute convergence is the following: L{f] is said to converge s-boundedly at (s, t) if L{F) converges boundedly, La{F} converges for all y, and \fi(X, Y; s) \ ^MerY in Q. Analogously, L{F} is said to converge t-boundedly at (s, t) if L{f\ converges boundedly, Lt{F\ converges for all x, and \f2(X, Y; t) \ ^ Me"x in Q. We know that/(X, F; s, t) =/0V"'/i(X, y; 5)¿y. Substituting for fx from equation (2.8) and using the fact that \e~hx~'yG(x, y)\ |¥r(,-",I-('-T«)», we find that/(s, t) = hfQe~hx~tvG(x, y)d(x, y) which is an absolutely convergent integral. Thus /»CO /»00 /»CO f(s, I) = k j e~tydy I e-',xG(x, y)dx = I e-tyfi(y, s)dy
A comparison of this theorem with Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5 shows that 5-bounded convergence enjoys some of the properties of absolute convergence. A parallel theorem holds for ¿-bounded convergence.
It is convenient to say that L{f} converges regularly at (s, t) if L{f) converges absolutely and | F(x, y)\ ^Me"x+TV. If (2.6) holds, then L{f\ converges regularly (as well as s-boundedly and /-boundedly) in D(a; b). The connection between the various types of convergence and functions of exponential type is not accidental but basic. Thus we have seen that the bounded convergence of L\F\ is essentially equivalent to the exponential typeness of its integral i>(x, y). The following two theorems bring out the relationship of the transform of F with the integrals 0, SI', and 3> defined in Therefore,/i(y; s)=s0i(y; s). Taking the one-dimensional transform with respect to y, we have/(s, t) =sd(s, t) for o>c, T>b. (2.15) *f>, t) = s<p(s, t), 6(s, l) = l<p(s, /), f(s, t) = sUp(s, t) = sB(s, t) = ty(s, t).
Proof. Set G(x, y) =/(x, y; si, ¿i). By (1.13) with s = Si, f-fe, h = s -sít k=t -ti,
e-hx~kyG(x, y)d(x, y). =fôe-sxMx, Y; t)dx=Ls{f2} whenever this limit exists; we call the function so defined/4(F; s, /).
Theorem 2.10. Let FGS.
(a) If \f(X, Y; so, t0)\ ^M, then: (1) in P(<r"; r0), Ly{f) converges to fi(Y;s,t) for all F>0, Lx{F] converges tof3(X; s, t) for all X>0, and f(s, t) = lim fs(X; s, t) = lim /4(F; s, t). Now the integral on the right can be iterated, and so MY; s,t) = hi e-'y J e-hxfi(x, y; s0)dx \dy = J e-'*/i(y; s)dy.
3. Transforms of derivatives. Theorems in the previous section give the relation between the transforms of F and the transforms of its integrals. By means of Lemmas 3-6 of §1 we can use these theorems to obtain the relations between the transforms of F and of its derivatives.
Such relations are established under several alternative hypotheses since it is necessary sometimes to assume the existence of transforms of derivatives and at other times to assume conditions on the function itself. These results are useful in the solution of partial differential equations with constant coefficients, since transformation of the differential equation leads to an algebraic equation in two complex variables. Under more restrictive hypotheses, this application has been made by several authors.
Through this section the functions i>, 0, ^, G, G0, Gi, H, Ho, Hi, M, N, U, V will have the same meaning they had in Lemmas 3-6 of the Introduction; their transforms will be indicated by the corresponding small letters. In addition we shall use the following: Hypothesis (ii) is a special case of (iii) with a = ¿» = 0.
We know that f0¥e~'oyG(y)dy=^limx,o+ fle~HyF(x, y)dy on applying We have the following result concerning both first derivatives:
Theorem 3.3. Let F(x, y)EA* and let any one of the following hold:
(i) L {F} converges s-boundedly and t-boundedly at (s0, t0), (ii) L{Fx] and L{Fy) converge boundedly at (s0, to), Conversely any point whose coordinates are given by (4.2) for some «i>0, a2>0 lies in S". On solving (4.2) for ai and a2, we see that S" may also be considered as the set of all points (x, y) such that ÚX, Ogy'gF.
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If G(x, y) is defined on a measurable kernel W of S, the function H(x', y') = G(xo+ax'-|-cy', yo+bx'+dy') is defined on a measurable kernel of Q. When ZZGS, its extended function i70 is summable in every Rxy; hence, if we let Go be the function equal to G on W and equal toQ on S-W, it is summable in the transformed region SXy and (10) (4.5) f Go(x, y)d(x, y) = | A | f H0(x', y')d(x', y').
J SXY J RXy
We define and let p and q be complex. Let FGS and define
in the sector S defined in (4.3). If LIP) converges boundedly for (s, t)(E.D, then fse~3X~'yV(x, y)d(x, y) converges for all (s, t) such that (as+bt-\-p, cs +dt+q)ED and Proof. By Theorem 2.1(e), f,*(s, t) =g(s, t) where G(x, y) = (-x)"F(x, y) and the bounded convergence holds in D(<r0; To). Apply the theorem to G instead of F to get ui(t) =g(bt+p, dt+q).
We note that if L {F] converges absolutely in Theorem 4.2 and its corollaries, Z,{ IF} also converges absolutely.
We derive a few other transforms for later reference, assuming that LIP] converges boundedly in D(a0; t0). By Corollary 4 to Theorem 4. From the above we see that the transform of a product of a function of x by a function of y is the product of the transforms. In general, however, the transform of a product of two functions of x and y is not the product of their transforms.
However, the latter is the transform of a "convolution function." The natural extension of the one-dimensional convolution is Fi * F2 = C where (5.1) C(x, y) = I Fi (u, v)F2(x -u, y -v)d(u, v) J Rxy and the following theorem concerns its transform (n). where this integral converges absolutely and so can be written as a repeated integral in any order. Therefore, Ms, t)Ms, t) In an analogous fashion one shows that M(x, y) =0 for y èx^O, M(x, y) = flF(x -v, v)dv for x>y^0 has the double transform m(s, t) = [f(s, s+t) -f(s+t, s+t)]/t in the region <r\.(s)>max (o0, t0), 'R.(/)>0. Therefore, y(s, t) = -m(s, t-s) =Z,{r} for %(t)><R¿s) >max (<r0, t0). Consider any (s, /)GZ>(<j; i). There is a point (si, /i) such that <r<ai<ff, à<Ti <r, and <ti>tu By the first part of the proof L {T} converges boundedly at (si, /i) and, hence, by Theorem 2.1, at (s, /). Thus Z{r} =7 (s, t) exists in D(â; a) and by the same theorem is an analytic function there. We know that y(s, t) =y(s, t) when 5^(s) 7¿%(t). The analyticity of 7 insures that the formula holds also for'R/s) =%.(t), s^t. Finally, for s = t, y(t, t) = lims,i7(s, /) = lim.,t7(s,/)=/,(/, /).
The second part can be obtained from the first by proper interchange of variables.
Corollary. Let L{f\ converge boundedly in D(o~o\ to). Define for m>0, p complex, and (s, i)G5 (o-0, r) , rt Äs, t) -f(mt + p,t) yi(s,t)=-> s^mt + p, (6.5) s -ml -p C(s, t) = -, S 7* t, S -t c(s, t) = ir,(t, t), s = /, we find that Z{ C) =c(s, t) in D(a2; o-2) where C(x, y) = -JqF^x+z, y -z)dz.
By definition c(s, mt+p) is given by (6.5) and the complex linear transformation yields 7i(s, t)=L{Ti}.
To prove the second part of the corollary, use the first result to obtain the function whose transform is yi(t, s), interchanging the first and second variables in F.
Theorem 6.2. Let L{f} converge boundedly in D(cr0; to) and define a function 7" for m>0, p complex, n a positive integer, and (s, t)ÇLD(oo\ t) by the formulas «-i i f(s, t) -T, -fÁnit + p, t)(s -ml-pY .. n. yn(s, t) =-> s j¿mt + p, (6.9) (s -mt-p)" boundedly to yn(s, t) where [January where 5": 0^¿í=y/m, 0^z^(y -m^)/m. On making the transformation £ = »/ -w, z = w, we see that V(x, y)=r;t+i(x, y), the last equality resulting from performing the integration with respect to w. Hence, L {T" } converges boundedly to yn for n = k + X and by induction for all ra.
We now apply the last two theorems to F(x, y) = H(x). Theorem 7.1. Let f(s, t)=p(s, t)/q(s, t) where p(s, t) and q(s, t) are polynomials in s and t and q(s, t) has the form (7.1) q(s, t) = (s + ait)(s + a2t) ■ ■ ■ (s + aj), the a.'s being positive and distinct. Hence, f is defined everywhere except along the sets s+a,/=0. Assume further that p(s, t) does not have any (s+a,/) as a factor and that the degree of p(s, t) in s and t is at least two less than that of q(s, /). where Ckit)=pi -akt, t)/q,i -akt, t). From (7.1) we see that « q*i-akt, 0 = II O--a*)'""1 = q'(-ak)tn~x t-i,«««* and from (7.2) that n-2 n-2 p(-akt,t)= Z au(-aktyv = Z «¿/(-a*)*/*' »,3=0,t+ján-2 •',;=0,t'+;'án-2 = £r-(*)<".
